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Abstract

Treatment of ROP is currently evolving. Novel therapeutic options are emerging that have the potential to complement existing therapies and improve treatment outcomes. However, any new therapeutic options must be thoroughly evaluated before existing (and successful) treatment paradigms can be amended. This is particularly so when switching from locally effective therapies like photablative laser therapy to systemic pharmacologic treatments that may have hitherto unknown widespread side effects. This review compiles the current knowledge of where and when the two most advanced pharmacologic treatment options for ROP, IGF-1 supplementation and anti-VEGF treatment, may have their place in future therapy regimens for ROP. The requirement for clinical studies is emphasized: these are needed to address safety considerations before any of these interventions can achieve the status of standard clinical care in the very vulnerable population of ROP infants.
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Introduction

The term “retinopathy of prematurity” (ROP) was first coined in the late 1940s. ROP replaced the earlier term “retrolental fibroplasia”, which described a complete retinal detachment visible as a fibrotic mass directly behind the lens. Today, ROP is divided into 5 stages. Stage 5 is a completely detached retina seen in “retrolental fibroplasia”. Due to advances in neonatal intensive care, rigorous ophthalmologic screening and adherence to treatment guidelines, stage 5 ROP has become increasingly rare, as is stage 4 ROP with a partially detached retina. The most common proliferative ROP stages seen in developed countries today are stage 1 (demarcation line between vascularized and non-vascularized
retina), stage 2 (prominent demarcation ridge between vascularized and non-vascularized retina) and stage 3 (demarcation ridge with extraretinal proliferations).

The reason for less late stage retinal detachment is twofold. Improved NICU practices such as oxygen control reduce disease burden as does ablation treatment. Most infants with ROP are identified early by ophthalmologic screening to initiate treatment in time to avoid progression to stage 4 or 5 ROP. In most countries, treatment criteria for ROP are adopted from the ETROP study [1]. A treatment decision is based on ROP stage as well as the tortuosity and dilation of retinal vessels and the zone of the affected retina. Physiologically, the eye is vascularized from the optic nerve with radial progression to the periphery [2]. Figure 1 demonstrates this centrifugal pattern of retinal vessel growth in the mouse retina.

The earlier that normal retinal vascular development is disrupted by preterm birth, the greater the area of unvascularized retina. This avascular tissue typically is quiescent for the first weeks after birth while further retinal vessel growth is stalled. Later, (typically after 30–32 weeks’ postmenstrual age (PMA)), as retinal photoreceptors mature and become metabolically active, the avascular retina become hypoxic and secretes hypoxia-regulated angiogenic growth factors like VEGF [4,5]. The greater the avascular area present, the higher the levels of VEGF that induce pathological vascular growth - vessels growing into the vitreous. To account for variable areas of avascular retina and the associated differences in angiogenic growth factor production, ROP is divided into three zones. Zone I refers to vascularized retina that lies within a circle around the optic nerve head (ONH) with a radius of twice the distance from optic nerve head to fovea. Zone II is vascularized retina within a circle around the ONH with the nasal curvature reaching the ora serrata (i.e. the nasal peripheral edge of the retina). Zone III is the remaining crescent-shaped area in the temporal part of the retina that remains outside zone II. Figure 2 summarizes the zones used for ROP grading.

Following ETROP criteria, all stages of ROP require treatment when the border between vascularized and unvascularized retina lies in zone I and “plus disease” is present. “Plus disease” refers to the dilation and tortuosity of retinal vessels and is an important indicator of disease activity. Vessel tortuosity in two or more clock hours at the posterior pole of the eye is generally accepted as sufficient to add the suffix “plus” to a ROP stage, indicating high disease activity. Unlike zone I, zone II ROP only requires treatment when stages 2 plus or 3 plus are present. Zone III ROP rarely requires treatment; observation is usually sufficient until full retinal vascularization is documented.

It should be noted that not all national guidelines fully follow the ETROP criteria. For example the current German guidelines for treating ROP do not include ROP stage 2 plus in zone II, because many of these infants may never develop a proliferative ridge [7]. The German guidelines recommend tight ophthalmologic follow-up for stage 2 plus in zone II and treatment only when vasoproliferation appears on the ridge (i.e. when progression to stage 3 plus is noted over several clock hours of the retinal circumference in zone II).
ROP treatment: cryo, laser and anti-VEGF therapy

Published in 1990, the CRYO-ROP study laid the foundation for ROP treatment [8,9]. The main finding was that infants treated with cryoablation of avascular retina had fewer unfavourable structural outcomes compared to non-treated infants. In the 1990s, laser photocoagulation of avascular retina was introduced as a treatment alternative to cryotherapy [10–12] and today, has replaced cryotherapy in most countries [13]. Both cryo and laser therapy follow the same principle: avascular retina is destroyed in order to decrease the production of pro-angiogenic growth factors from hypoxic retinal cells. The treatment is safe and when performed properly in most cases stops disease progression before stage 4 or 5 ROP develops. For those cases in which laser treatment is insufficient or initiated too late and a retinal detachment has already occurred, (or in cases where ROP proceeds despite treatment), retinal surgery to re-attach the detached retina is warranted. However, treatment results for late stages of ROP are often disappointing [14,15]. The goal is to identify and treat infants before stage 4 or 5 ROP develops. The downside of laser therapy, however, is that potentially viable retinal tissue is replaced with functionless scar tissue.

For the last several years, anti-VEGF treatment has been used as an off-label alternative to laser photocoagulation for ROP. The BEAT ROP results published in 2011, were the first data from a multicenter randomized trial on anti-VEGF treatment in ROP [16]. The BEAT-ROP study compared the effects of bevacizumab, an anti-VEGF antibody, to the effects of conventional laser therapy. Recurrence of active ROP was the primary outcome. There are several limitations to this study, one being the relatively short follow-up window precluding complete evaluation of systemic and ophthalmologic complications. Mean age for ROP treatment was about 34–36 weeks PMA; the follow-up period was 20 weeks after treatment or up to 54 weeks PMA. The BEAT-ROP study noted more ROP recurrences in the laser-treated group compared to the bevacizumab-treated group only in zone I ROP. ROP recurrence was similar for both therapies in infants with zone II ROP. Furthermore, the rate of ROP recurrences in the laser group was high compared to other studies. In addition, other reports note that ROP recurrences after bevacizumab treatment may occur much later than after laser therapy – therefore potentially occurring outside the observational window of up to 54 weeks PMA in the BEAT-ROP study [17,18]. Despite these caveats, the BEAT ROP results raised some important points: (i) bevacizumab is effective in halting neovascular disease progression in ROP in most cases; (ii) unlike laser therapy, the avascular retinal areas are not destroyed but may become (partially) vascularized over time. Whether the vessels and underlying neural retina is normal is unknown. The BEAT ROP results have thus introduced anti-VEGF treatment as a potential treatment option for ROP.

Nevertheless, some important questions remain. For example, there is currently only limited long-term data on visual function following anti-VEGF treatment in ROP. With VEGF being an important growth factor, not only for blood vessels but also for neuronal cells of the retina, it is essential to gather more data on long-term functional outcomes in retina as well as in other organs [19]. The available data to date suggest that visual function is not significantly impaired compared to laser-treated eyes and the refractive error that is often seen after laser treatment might be less in anti-VEGF treated eyes [20,21].
Another pertinent question raised by the BEAT ROP study is when to end follow-up examinations following anti-VEGF therapy. Like all other intravitreally administered drugs, bevacizumab exits the eye over time via RPE? and choroidal vasculature leading to decreasing levels of anti-VEGF drug in the eye [22]. If the peripheral retina is not yet fully vascularized, there will be a potential source of excessive VEGF that may over time exceed the amount of remaining anti-VEGF drug in the eye leading to re-activation of ROP. Since both the kinetics of VEGF expression in avascular retina and the rate of peripheral vascularization will be different between individuals, there may not be a general rule as to how long and how frequently these infants will need to be followed after intravitreal anti-VEGF therapy. A relatively safe situation is reached when there is no (or only very limited) peripheral avascular retina remaining. In cases where full retinal vascularization is not achieved and there are signs of reactivated ROP, however, a sequential approach of first anti-VEGF therapy for central ROP (in zone I or central zone II) followed by laser therapy at a later time point for remaining peripheral avascular retina with signs of recurring ROP activity may be sensible. The crucial question of how systemic changes in VEGF levels after intravitreal anti-VEGF treatment needs to be addressed and will be discussed in the last section of this review.

**ROP prevention: IGF-supplementation**

Prevention is better than treatment – perhaps in particular in ROP. Strict monitoring and low target saturations for oxygen supplementation during the early weeks of life reduce the risk of developing severe ROP. However this must be weighed against an increased mortality risk when oxygen targets are too low [23,24]. Similar to oxygen targets, other factors have been identified that when levels are optimized may prevent the development of ROP [25]. For example, overall postnatal growth rate is significantly linked to ROP risk [26–33]. A partial explanation of this observation may be better overall health of an infant with good postnatal weight gain, while infants with poor postnatal weight gain are more likely to have other health issues like sepsis or anemia that may indirectly affect ROP development [34,35]. However, there are also subnormal levels of growth-related factors that may directly alter ROP risk. This is the case for IGF-1, a growth factor found to be crucial for normal retinal vascular development [36,37]. Mice deficient for IGF-1 do not develop normal functional retinal vasculature at the same rate as wild-type controls [37]. This observation is very relevant to the early stages of postnatal retinal development. As stated above, the earlier an infant is born, the more avascular retina is present that needs to be vascularized postnatally in order to prevent the later stages of ROP with preretinal vascular ridge and pathologic vascular proliferation. If a prematurely born infant lacks optimal IGF-1 postnatally, (s)he will be less likely to achieve a retinal vascular growth rate during the early weeks of life sufficient to functionally vascularize the retina before ischemia sets in and promotes excessive amounts of pro-angiogenic growth factors leading to proliferative stages of ROP.

Unlike VEGF, IGF-1 is a systemic factor that is mainly produced from the liver, reaching the retina via systemic circulation [38,39]. Lower systemic IGF-1 levels were associated with a higher risk for ROP [40]. Based on these observations, clinical trials are underway to evaluate the effect on ROP development of normalizing systemic IGF-1 levels during the
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early postnatal phase to match physiologic levels at that developmental stage if the infant were still in utero [40]. The phase I trials found that systemic IGF-1 supplementation is tolerated well by prematurely born infants without observable side effects [40]. Currently, a phase II study is under way to investigate whether IGF-1 supplementation during the first weeks of life is safe and well tolerated (clinical trials identifier NCT01096784).

Ideally, the prevention approach of IGF-1 supplementation would be complemented by anti-VEGF or laser treatment in those infants who fail treatment or miss early intervention. IGF-1 supplementation would be initiated during the first days of life in all infants at high risk of ROP and administered up to a gestational age when intrinsic production of IGF-1 was adequate and when ROP risk was lower. During these first weeks of life (when we never see the proliferative stages of ROP), the retinal vessels would be supplied with the necessary IGF-1 to allow functional vascularization of peripheral retina. Coherent with current screening guidelines, all prematurely born infants would still be screened for ROP from 31–32 weeks’ PMA onwards. All infants that (with prior IGF-1 supplementation or without) develop ROP stages requiring treatment would then be treated using either conventional laser therapy or in appropriate cases intravitreal anti-VEGF therapy, dependent on stage and zone of ROP and taking into account the individual systemic and ophthalmic condition of the infant. Overall, this approach would lead to an individualized treatment regimen in ROP based on normalizing the infant’s IGF-1 levels and – from 31–32 weeks PMA and onwards – on the infant’s ROP severity and systemic condition.

**Outlook: Open questions and future developments**

A big question is whether bevacizumab in the currently used half-adult dose is the ideal anti-VEGF regimen [41,42]. Lower doses (one quarter or less of the adult dose) may be sufficient to control ROP disease activity [43]. Many commentaries point out the potential risk of a sustained ocular and systemic VEGF suppression in a developing infant [19,44–46].

Two facts should be emphasized: first, any anti-VEGF drug administered intravitreally will over time reach the systemic circulation. From adult data, we know that one single intravitreal bevacizumab injection can suppress systemic VEGF levels for weeks [47,48]. This appears to be also true in infants with ROP [49]. Other anti-VEGF compounds like ranibizumab have shorter systemic half-lives. While ranibizumab leaves the eye at a similar rate as bevacizumab, it is cleared much faster from the systemic circulation with a half-life of hours vs. days [50]. There has never been a pharmacokinetic study (studying half-life and adequate dose) for anti-VEGF treatment in ROP. The BEAT-ROP study and smaller case series have used the same half-adult dose [51–53] which suppresses ROP activity in most infants. It is not known, however, whether infants might be over-treated. Since ROP usually occurs bilaterally, an infant (often at or below 2 kg body weight) will receive the same amount of anti-VEGF drug as a 70 kg adult receiving a unilateral injection for age-related macular degeneration or diabetic macular edema. Per body weight, the infant’s drug exposure is much higher compared to the adult. In addition, bevacizumab has – due to its characteristics as a full size antibody – a systemic half-life of several days and can therefore suppress systemic VEGF levels in a developing infant over many weeks [49].
These two questions, whether other anti-VEGF compounds with different pharmacodynamic properties or lower doses might be similarly effective at treating ROP, are currently under investigation in a multicenter randomized double-blinded investigator initiated trial. This study, the CARE-ROP trial investigates the effects of two different doses of ranibizumab for treatment of ROP (NCT02134457). In addition to improved pharmacodynamics with faster systemic clearance rates for ranibizumab, this drug has been developed explicitly for use in the eye and is approved for intravitreal use in adults for several indications while bevacizumab is not approved for use in the eye. In two large government-sponsored comparative trials between ranibizumab and bevacizumab in adults, comparable ocular efficacy were found for treatment of age-related macular degeneration [54–57]. It is therefore likely that ranibizumab will have similar ocular effects as bevacizumab in ROP while reducing the potential risk of systemic side effects by being cleared rapidly from the systemic circulation. In addition, the CARE-ROP study will investigate if lower doses (24% of adult dose) is similarly effective at treating ROP as a higher dose (40% of adult dose). Both doses are lower than the currently used 50% adult dose of bevacizumab since emerging data indicate that lower doses might be sufficiently effective at controlling pathologic vessel formation in ROP while at the same time potentially allowing better functional vascularization of the peripheral retina with physiologic vessels [43,58]. It will be crucial in ROP treatment to find the ideal balance between suppression of aberrant pre-retinal vessel growth while allowing full physiologic intraretinal vascularization of the retina.

Summary

IGF-1 supplementation and anti-VEGF therapy are two novel medical approaches in treating ROP that have produced promising results in preclinical and clinical studies and have the potential of revolutionizing the way we treat ROP. The two treatment modalities are complementary and might in the future provide an individualized treatment regimen for ROP. IGF-1 supplementation could be a sensible early intervention for preterm infants who have low systemic IGF-1 levels after birth and during the early weeks of life. Normalization of systemic IGF-1 levels to values that are physiologic during in utero development at these ages, could thus offer a preventive treatment strategy that may reduce the incidence of ROP. For those infants who develop ROP with pathologic vascular activation, however, initiating IGF-1 supplementation later would not be appropriate. These infants would instead require treatment aimed at reducing aberrant growth of pre-retinal vessels. This can be achieved by laser photocoagulation which destroys avascular retinal areas thus eliminating the source of excessive growth factor production. Alternatively, these later stages could be treated with targeted elimination of VEGF, the main vascular growth factor being produced in these avascular retinal areas. Administered in the right dosage and at the right stages, anti-VEGF treatment has the potential of binding and neutralizing excessive angiogenic growth factor levels in the vitreous while at the same time allowing physiologic retinal vascularization to proceed into the peripheral retina thus saving retinal tissue that would have been otherwise destroyed by laser therapy. For anti-VEGF therapy, however, it has to be ensured that local and systemic side effects are kept to a minimum. It is therefore of utmost importance to define the ideal substances and dosages for any pharmacological intervention in ROP.
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Figure 1.
Retinal vessels (red) grow in a centrifugal pattern from the optic nerve head towards the periphery of the retina, the ora serrata. In the mouse retina, retinal vascular growth occurs postnatally between postnatal day (P) 1 and 8 under normoxic (N) conditions (referred to as P1N – P8N in the Figure). In normal human development, Retinal vascularization occurs in utero and the retina is fully vascularized at term. However, when development is disrupted by preterm birth retinal vascular development can be severely suppressed or developed vessels can regress leading to ROP. Image reprinted with permission from [3] (Copyright holder: Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology).
Figure 2.
Retinal zones used for grading of ROP. Zone I describes a circle around the optic nerve head (ONH) with a radius of twice the distance from ONH to fovea. Zone II is a circle around the ONH reaching the nasal periphery (at the 3 o’clock position in the image). Zone III is the remaining temporal crescent-shaped retina. Image reproduced with permission from [6].